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What to Provide Checklist

To successfully complete a design project we require the following info.  If we cannot clearly
understand the site from the photos and files, we will not be able to complete the design.

Our project brief form (link below) asks you to provide all the project info and upload files.  Use
this form to start a new project to be sure we have the info we need for a successful project.

Project Brief Form: www.landscapeup.com/start-project

Site info we will need
We start every project by developing a scaled existing conditions site plan that we use as the
base to develop the design.  The more information we receive, the more detailed and accurate
our base plan can be, leading to a more accurate design.

Project address
We use aerial images to help develop base plans and understand site

Site photos (the more the better!)
We require photos that show the design area from multiple angles and also photos that show the
views looking out from within the design area.

Home or building photos
Photos that show the structure from all sides that face the design area.  This lets us build the
structure accurately in the 3D model.

Location of doors & windows that impact design
Provide dimensions from corners of structure to doors and windows that will need to be
incorporated into the design.

Survey, Plat, Boundary, or Location Plan
Homeowners typically receive one of these plans with their closing docs. If this is not available,
provide a clear plan/sketch with accurate measurements of the home or structure.
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Topographic Survey (recommended if design requires grading)
If this is not available, provide a clear plan/sketch with accurate spot elevations.

Site Walkthrough Video
A quick video walking through the site and describing the design objectives. Typically made right
after initial consultation with a client. This is a great & fast way to describe a project clearly.

Site Restrictions
Provide any site details that will impact design - Setbacks from property lines, wells, septic, etc.
Lot coverage limits. Easements. Height restrictions for structures

Design info we will need
This information helps guide our design decisions and ensure we develop a successful design
that meets your clients goals.

Project’s goals and objectives
Description of the overall goals of the project, the scope of the design, and the purpose for
completing this project

Features to include
What features should be included in the design. Pool, patio, firepit, kitchen, etc.

Preferred materials or manufacturers
If you or your client already have selected specific hardscape, decking, appliances, or other
materials that should be used in the design.  Can be a specific product or manufacturer.

Preferred plant list
Let us know if you have a preference on plants that are used in your project.  We always try to
use popular landscape plants that should be available at local nurseries.

Design inspiration or examples projects
Images of projects that you or your client like are always helpful to understand the design style
that is desired.

Any additional info critical to this project
Every project and client is unique.  If there is anything else that we should know to develop a
successful design, just let us know.
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